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LOG LINE
Ex-con Fast Eddie returns to the corrupt
housing estate where he grew up, to
investigate the disappearance of a quiz
champion.

SYNOPSIS
SAXON is a 92-minute drama that lives in
the same funny-dark alley as Dead Man’s
Shoes, Junk Mail and Blue Velvet. The story
runs along classic lines: a reformed bad 
man is compelled to undertake a desperate
mission which unleashes the demons of his
past. On a journey through revenge, hope 
and horror, the narrative unfolds at the
gripping pace of a good thriller.  

*WARNING: This film contains some violence,
strong language and inexpressive twins.

SEAN HARRIS is EDDIE
In his FIRST EVER FEATURE LEAD ROLE, Sean
Harris gives the performance of his life. He
memorably played Joy Division’s Ian Curtis
in 24-HOUR PARTY PEOPLE. He co-starred in
ASYLUM (with Ian McKellen and Natasha
Richardson), BROTHERS OF THE HEAD and OUTLAW.
Sean plays Moors murderer Ian Brady in the
BAFTA-winner SEE NO EVIL (Best TV Drama). 
In SAXON he is EDDIE: a Londoner, a broken
cowboy, a haunted anti-hero, an Oedipal Clint.

HENRY KELLY is NICKO
In a cameo role as the quiz show host
NICKO, Henry Kelly is familiar as the real-
life quiz show host of GOING FOR GOLD. The
voice of Classic FM and the ironic face of
Asahi’s ‘dry’ celebrity ad campaign, this is
Henry’s first feature film role.
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“Enthralling, and intriguing, this screenplay is a gem” 
—Triggerstreet.com

“Enjoyed every second. Great dialogue, well-paced, very funny…
Eddie's the down-and-out anti-hero we've come to love in British
films, beginning with CLOCKWORK ORANGE. Tortured, betrayed,
hounded by enemies from all sides, he flashes and fumbles
through a story that needs... to become a cult classic” 
—Triggerstreet.com

“Sillwood Films is launching a micro-budget Enterprise
Investment Scheme to finance its urban thriller Saxon ... The
film’s lead is played by Sean Harris, who played Joy Division’s
Ian Curtis in 24-Hour Party People and murderer Ian Brady in a
Granada docudrama about the infamous 1960s Moors Murders.” 
—ScreenFinance

“a new British film that should be the next Trainspotting”
—ANGEL magazine

“almost every scene had at least one good line and/or 
bright idea - one of many reasons that I kept watching and 
was genuinely intrigued to see what would happen next... 
definite cult potential”
—Michael Brooke, Screenonline/Sight&Sound


